1.) **Eye-Free (262-122895)**

Category: 01.04 office / workspace

**Computer Accessory**

As developing technology in steady progress, customers have more opportunities to look at digital products than analog one. However, digital products such as computer and television have a negative influence on human amblyopia. The purpose of Eye-Free is simple. It is a digital lense in order to help weak-sighted people to gaze at digital screen without their glasses. Generally, watching digital screen like computer and television, they wear their glasses. The product is the solution to deal with the fatigue of eyes from wearing glass for long duration.

**Design agency**

Ryan Jongwoo Choi
London, United Kingdom

**University**

Central Saint Martins
London, United Kingdom
2.) OFFUGO (262-121867)

Category: 01.01 transportation design

**bike parking lot lock system**

This idea is a new situation based on bicycle parking issue, we design a new way to lock your bicycle after you parking your bicycle with human behavior patterns. The big lock on the floor is just like a big switch, every time you park the bicycle on the space, you just have to turn your bike stem, and the system will lock the wheel of bike and send a code to your cell phone. Once you return, just key in the code and the lock system will unlock your bike.

**Design agency**

Southern Taiwan University
Jia Cheng Chang, Hsing Yu Hsu, Siou Huei Cin, Ching Yu Zeng, 805 Design Studio
Xinying City, Tainan County, Taiwan

**University**

Southern Taiwan University of Science and Technology
YongKang City, Taiwan
3.) **Anello (262-121474)**

Category: 01.09 bathroom / wellness

**washing machine**

Anello is a counter-top mini washing machine designed for singles aiming practical and encouraging laundry experience. Its most striking feature is its elastic cells placed within the drum for delicate and hand washables. Anello’s removable drum eases unloading. It also has a touch sensitive display and a color changing circle placed around the door. When a cycle starts entire ring turns into green, during cycle it whitens in a clockwise manner to give visual feedback about the remaining time. Its detergent dispenser is placed behind the door. Anello’s high gloss finish increases its coherency with the ceramic components in the bathroom.

**Design agency**

O?ur, Dilruba
Ankara, Turkey

**University**

Middle East Technical University
Ankara, Turkey
4.) **Magic comb (262-118996)**

**Category:** 01.09 bathroom / wellness

**Comb**

Everyone of you might have watched a lock of hair in your comb and probably would have experienced unexplainable gross feelings. There you would have tried to take them out, but it must have not worked easily. In the end, most of you just let it in there and use the comb as how it gets to be after using it several times. With Magic Comb, you can always comb your hair with amazing heights of sanitarness. When you grasp it first with your hands, but take them off right after, it turns back to the original form. With the help of the sprial spring. All you need to do is just to rotate it, then to shake it off.

**Design agency**

Dong-seo university
Members of Design Team: Tae-jin Kim, Su-in Kim
Busan, South Korea Dong-seo University

**University**

Dongseo University
Busan, South Korea
5.) **PAPEL (262-116149)**

**Category:** 01.07 furniture / home textiles / fabrics

**graduated student**

Roots are the branches down in the earth. Branches are roots in the air. - Rabindranath Tagore- Fuse the near-abandoned Chinese traditional paper-molding skills and furniture design into an entity, presenting furniture made of layers of paper. The furniture is made to last in hopes to advocate the notion of “appreciate what you have “, “eco-friendly”, and “furniture lasts throughout one’s life”. The core idea of this design originates from “paper is tree”. Combining the Chinese traditional paper-molding skills, we present you with paper furniture that is comparable to wood furniture in terms of longevity and supporting strength.

**Design agency**

Liao, Yuhhsuan
Lin, ChienLi
3F.-N303, No.21, Minsheng E. Rd., Zhongshan Dist., Taipei City 104, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
104 Taipei, Taiwan
Taipei, Taiwan

**University**

Shih Chien University
Taipei City, Taiwan
6.) **Wheel (262-115630)**

Category: 01.07 furniture / home textiles / fabrics

**Lamps**

Our works are made by Taiwan local material - bamboo. We explore the possibility of new bamboo crafting, simplify the crafting process by industrial design thinking, create fresh, aesthetic and practical craft design works. More information: http://www.studio-loud.com

**Design agency**

National Taiwan University of Science and Technology
Hong-Wei,Lin
Hao-Siang,Min
Cheng-Tsung,Feng
Kai-Lan,Huang
Yun-Fan,Chang
TAIPEI, Taiwan

**University**

National Taiwan University of Science and Technology
TAIPEI, Taiwan
7.) **Coffee.Tea Maker (262-115246)**

Category: 01.08 kitchen / household / living

**Coffee and Tea Maker**

ENJOY, TOGETHER. Coffee.Tea Maker adds a new chapter to both coffee & tea culture. The borosilicate glass spherical reservoir & beverage filter is integrated all together as detachable module. It also makes the coffee powder or tealeaf completely spill-proof and safe. The simple push of the button and turn of the knob let the beverage flow into the cup all fully customizable. The engagement of both brewing process are reveal in one central elegant device.

**Design agency**

Sunny Wong  
N.T., Hong Kong

**University**

Academy of Art University San Francisco  
San Francisco, United States of America
8.) Dip / Dipping sauce (262-114632)

Category: 01.12 packaging

Packaging

Where do you usually press out disposable ketchup when you get a meal in fast food restaurant? On a coke cover? Tear part of French fries package or on a paper in tray? Those kind of using are very unhygienic for people. Finally, we came up with the solution that satisfies to everyone. After takeoff the tear line, it alters to a square container and you can take your meal without somewhere to squeeze this, even go to picnic. Also it is erectable itself so you don't need to worry about flowing down and staining contents and its inside is made by polyethylene(PE)

Design agency

Konkuk University
Seoul, South Korea
Yeongnam university
Kim, In Young
Gyeongbuk, South Korea

University

Konkuk University
Seoul, South Korea
Yeongnam university
Gyeongbuk, South Korea
9.) Silent Alarm (262-113811)

Category: 01.02 leisure / lifestyle / sport+outdoor

**Earplug**

This idea is derived from the life of a backpacker, who usually needs to sleep with others on a common sleeping quarter but couldn't fall asleep because of different daily schedule, and the alarm clock of himself might bother others. With the Silent Alarm, which is the combination of ear plugs and an alarm clock, you just need to connect it to your cell phone, set the time, and sleep peacefully until it wakes you up. Silent Alarm is suitable for a nap in your office or school dormitory, and it is helpful for a person who suffers from insomnia.

**Design agency**

National Kaohsiung Normal University
Kaohsiung, Taiwan
Wei-Wen Wang
Taoyuan, Taiwan

**University**

National Kaohsiung Normal University
Kaohsiung, Taiwan
10.) Touch it (262-111400)
Category: 01.05 industry / tools / machines / robots

The watch for blind people

This watch is for blind people. Even though, they can not see time, they still need to know the time because they have their life style. It can help them to recognize the time intuitively using the touch.

Design agency
Won Jae, Lee
Won jae / Lee,
Hwa yoon / Choi
Seoul, South Korea

University
Hongik University
Seoul, South Korea
11.) **Restore well (262-111122)**

Category: 01.08 kitchen / household / living

**Refrigerator heating cabinet**

This product is a project which has a purpose for recreating our tradition as modernized products. In the old days, people soaked water or alcohol in a stream or well to cool it. Using this traditional method, it was recreated as a product which is fit for modern technology and lifestyle. Usually, you can drink a cold drink two or three hours after you put it into a refrigerator. But you can drink a cold drink within just three minutes using this product.

**Design agency**

sadi  
Song Kyuho  
Seoul, South Korea

**University**

sadi  
Seoul, South Korea
12.) **Drawn by Nature (262-110726)**

Category: 01.07 furniture / home textiles / fabrics

**Textiles**

This project investigates if and how design processes can take advantage of the integration of natural forces in terms of creation. Inspiration is my homeland Eastfriesland with its rough weather conditions. The pattern of these textiles are made by using dye pigments but instead of dissolving them in water I let them blow over wet fabrics. I literally use natural wind to create these unique pieces. This leads to patterns that capture the movement of wind but also arises dissolving structures through the wetness of the fabrics.

**Design agency**

Anna Badur  
Berlin, Germany

**University**

Design Academy Eindhoven  
Eindhoven, Netherlands
A city is alive through the people living there. Nevertheless, public space design is decided over the people's heads. Vacancy are opposed to the search of affordable room for noncommercial self-realisation-projects. The project >EIN LADEN_< adresses these problems. A vacant store temporarily becomes a place for communication, for development and for testing new methods for participatory urban development. Between a bordel and a post office new ideas for the quarter evolve with the participation of outsiders. That way one is able to experinece the idea of open-source and collective intelligence.

Design agency
Sprössling Design
Sina Pardylla und Marie Schröter
Braunschweig, Germany

University
Hochschule für Bildende Künste Braunschweig
Braunschweig, Germany
I am very interested in African tribal culture, especially body painting and natural accessories. These tribal people have created looks that put the most outlandish creations to shame. However, the origins of this astonishing and spiritual culture have been lost over the years. The fashion world has often reinterpreted traditional African costumes and patterns from a modern viewpoint and displayed them, but there has been little graphic or illustration work using patterns of body painting and natural objects. So, in my typeface, I try to combine their traditional looks with modern sensibilities. Throughout, “The Natural Typeface set,” illustration work, I want to show how beautiful and value patterns and colors that tribes people use are. One of the greatest inspiring objects for idea is wild tree branches and leaves. The shape of natural branches that described as a human's body in a figurative expression is used for main structure of the letters and leaves are used for decoration on the letters. Each letter has its distinct shape like human's body has own character. Each letter is decorated with patterns and colors of leaves as if the tribes make-up their face and body.

**Design agency**

LEE, YUNKYOUNG  
Chicago, United States of America

**University**

School of the Art Institute of Chicago  
Chicago, United States of America
15.) **Wave Whisk (262-108640)**

Category: 01.08 kitchen / household / living

**Whisk**

Have you ever been stressed by cleaning the dough whisk? Existing whisks (crossed wire type) are very hard to wash. However Wave Whisk can be kept clean and hygienic easily.

**Design agency**

Samsung Design Membership
Seoul, South Korea

**University**

Kyungh ee University
Yongin-si, South Korea
16.) *Kicked door (262-108346)*

**Category:** 01.09 bathroom / wellness

**Door**

After using the toilet, people have to turn the handle and open the door. But the germs had accumulated during everyone used on the handle. People feel dirty and unhygienic all the time. In order to increasing clean and the better way to use, we change the manner for open the door. People open the door by foot, and they do not touch the handle. This concept will help people use the toilet more and more convenient.

**Design agency**

Wang, Chang-Wei  
Bade City, Taoyuan County, Taiwan  
Wang, Chi  
Bade City, Taoyuan County, Taiwan

**University**

Ming Chi University of Technology  
Taipei City, Taoyuan County, Taiwan  
National Taipei University of Technology  
Taipei City, Taoyuan County, Taiwan